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Origami is looking for talented students to join 
our team. Specifically, we are looking for:

• MARKETING & SALES ASSISTANT

• DIGITAL MARKETING ASSISTANT

• PRODUCTION/DESIGN ASSISTANT

• VIDEOGRAPHER/PHOTOGRAPHER

• WRITER

Interested? For more information, contact us 
at info@origamimagazine.world.

For just $40 a year, we will deliver up to four 
copies of every issue of Origami to your door-
step. Go to chinmusicpress.com/product-page/

origami-magazine-annual-subscription to 
subscribe or send a check made out to: 

CHIN MUSIC PRESS 
1501 Pike Place #329 
Seattle, WA 98101-1542

Please include your mailing address and how 
many copies (1 to 4) you’d like us to send.

SUBSCRIBE 
TO ORIGAMI

INTERNS

WANTED!
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I was reading the October 2020 Origami magazine (Vol. 15) in 

the Panama Hotel Teahouse when I saw errors in our District and 

Japantown neighborhood names on p. 2 “Momo We Will Miss You!” 

and p. 15 “KAYO: Where Nikkei Sang the Night Away.”

To summarize the name situation, there is no such place as the 

International District!

Rather, the entire district name is Chinatown International 

District, according to City Ordinance 119297 (1999), or the CID; or 

Chinatown ID, but never just ID. 

The boundaries of the CID are from 4th Ave. S. to Rainier Ave. S. 

and from Yesler Way to Charles and Dearborn streets.

Within the CID are the three neighborhoods of Chinatown, 

Japantown and Little Saigon. Chinatown is roughly south of Jack-

son; Japantown is roughly north of Jackson; and Little Saigon is 

largely east of I-5.

Also within the CID is the Seattle Chinatown Historic District, 

as listed on the National Register of Historic Places (1986). A por-

tion of Japantown opted to be included in the Chinatown Historic 

District. 

The name Chinatown International District came about as 

the result of a compromise, and as such, no one in Chinatown, 

Japantown, or Little Saigon (CJLS) likes it; but that’s the nature of 

a compromise. We want our own neighborhood names to be used 

for historic, cultural, heritage, and marketing reasons. The problem 

with the “international" label is that it marks us as forever foreign. 

As one community member asked, “When do we get to be Ameri-

can?”  We prefer our own neighborhood names be used, as they are 

now time-honored parts of the American fabric.

The City of Seattle is moving in the right direction. City staff 

met with representatives of CJLS to get our input on the Jackson 

St. Streetcar project. As a result, our neighborhood names of China-

town, Japantown, and Little Saigon each appears on one of the three 

streetcar station stops on Jackson, complete with maps and appro-

priate language signage for each. One of the streetcars, the most col-

orful one, prominently features Chinatown, Japantown, and Little 

Saigon. 

In addition, the city later installed Chinese and Japanese lan-

guage translations underneath the English names of neighborhood 

street signs. Little Saigon at first declined, but later changed its 

mind when it realized the importance of neighborhood branding 

through signage for tourism and marketing purposes. Neighbor-

hood businesses and community organizations are already under 

pressure of rising crime, displacement, homogenization, and all the 

challenges development entails and need all the help possible in use 

of our neighborhood names. 

Thank you. 

Stay well and healthy!

Betty Lau

Friends of Japantown

UW Distinguished Alumna

WAC World Educator

Washington State Christa MacAuliffe Excellence in Education

International Examiner Community Voice

 INBOX  A

A ORIGAMI RESPONDS:

Thank you for pointing out our errors. From now on, we 
will use the proper neighborhood names and refrain from 
using “International District” or “ID,” because, as you so 
eloquently note, that terminology marks the residents as 
“forever foreign.”

For the record, the corrections are listed below:

VOL. 15, PAGE 2

It is with a heavy heart that that we bid farewell  
to Momo, Japantown’s beloved fashion-forward  
boutique and gift shop.

PAGE 15

In the late 1970s and 1980s, Allan and Kayoko  
Terada presided over one of the liveliest nightspots  
in Seattle’s Japantown.

We regret the errors.

WE LOVE 
HEARING 
FROM OUR 
READERS 
Have an opinion or a fact-check on 
something you read in Origami? Want 
to share ideas for future stories? Write 
us at info@origamimagazine.world.
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A ROUND-UP OF NEWSBITES,  
MEMES AND GOOD OLD FASHIONED 

GOSSIP THAT HAS US SMILING.

Rockin’ the Pajama Suits
Whatever Inc. out of Japan created a stir last year with its Work From Home Jammies, a collared 

business shirt/sweatshirt combo designed for those who want to look sharp for Zoom calls but feel 

comfortable. Sensing that this work-from-home trend may continue indefinitely, men’s clothing 

brand Aoki Holdings jumped in on the game late last year with the Pajama Suit, which looks like 

a casual business ensemble but feels like pajamas. The suit takes you seamlessly between 
lounging (or napping) and teleconferencing. The brand just released the spring/summer 

version of the pajama suit in Lyocell, known for its superior wicking ability. 

Wing Luke, Chin 
Music Press Launch 
New Graphic Novel
We Hereby Refuse: Japanese American Resistance to 

Wartime Incarceration, a graphic novel co-published 

by Wing Luke Museum of the Asian Pacific American 

Experience and Chin Music Press, hits bookstores 

this May. The creative team (pictured here from left 

to right: Tamiko Nimura, Matt Sasaki, Frank Abe, and 

Ross Ishikawa) has woven together three powerful 

and lesser-known stories of wartime resistance that 

shed new light on the World War II incarceration of 

Japanese Americans. This book offers readers an his-

toric lens for understanding the current epidemic 
of anti-Asian violence and the human impulse to 

resist that violence in all its forms. 

Happy AAPI Month
May is Asian American Pacific Islander Heritage month, so 

let’s celebrate! But also, let’s give time to reflect on what we’ve 

been through. The Wing Luke Museum in Seattle’s Chinatown-

International District has an exhibit opening May 7 called 
“Community Spread: How We Faced a Pandemic.” The 

museum describes it this way: “Our new exhibit examines the 

early days of the pandemic to show how uncertainty, fear, anti-

Asian racism, and existing inequalities shaped the way COVID-

19 has affected different APA communities. The exhibit honors 

the losses and hardships COVID-19 has brought and highlights 

the creativity, resilience, and mutual aid that APA communities 

have shown in their response. Learn how these communities 

have drawn on their cultural heritage and the legacy of commu-

nity activism to face these challenges and reflect on the lessons 

we carry forward.” 

NEWS  &  STUFF  A

Ghost of Tsushima 
Headed to Big 

Screen
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At least 22 female Asian chefs lead restaurants 

in the region that have earned a Michelin star, 

according to the Michelin Guide website. The 

restaurants range from a food stall in Bangkok 

(Jay Fai) to a two-star haute French-Chinese 

restaurant in Hong Kong (Tate) complete with 

a pastel-colored dining room. Here’s a list of the 

restaurants and chef broken down by country:

CHINA: Zeng Huai Jun (Song, Guangzhou); Li 
Ai Yin  (Family Li Imperial Cuisine, Beijing); 
Vicky Lau (Tate, Hong Kong). JAPAN: Mi-
Wol Yoon (Yunke, Tokyo); Rika Maezawa 
(Nanakusa, Tokyo); Akemi Nakamura 
(Nishitemma Nakamura, Osaka). SOUTH 
KOREA: Cho Hee-suk (Hansikgonggan, 
Seoul); Kim Bo-mi (Mitou, Seoul); Cho 
Eun-hee (Onjium, Seoul); Roh-Young 
hee (Poom, Seoul). THAILAND: Duangporn 

“Bo” Songvisava (Bo.lan, Bangkok); 
Supinya Junsuta (Jay Fai, Bangkok); 
Pim Techamuanvivit (Nahm, Bangkok); 
Bongkoch “Bee” Satongun (Paste, Bangkok); 
Sujira “Aom” Pongmorn & Arisara “Paper” 
Chongphanitkul, Chef Pâtissière (Saawaan, 
Bangkok); Pilaipon Kamnag (Saneh Jaan, 
Bangkok); Banyen Ruansangtheia (Suan Thip, 
Bangkok). TAIWAN: Wu Hsiao-fang (Danny’s 
Steakhouse); Justine Li (Fleur De Sel, 
Taichung); Florence Dalia (L’Atelier de Joël 
Robuchon Taipei).

Heavy metal’s flirtation with Buddhist imagery is not all that new. But Dharma, Taiwan’s 

first Buddhist-inspired heavy metal band, is raising eyebrows for its uncharacteristically 

life affirming message — quite the departure from typical death metal bands that extort 

death and destruction. Founder Jack Tung blended his two passions — heavy metal 

and Tibetan Buddhist music — and assembled a band that delivers Buddhist mantras 

in Sanskrit over aggressive distorted guitars and ear-splitting drums. “We use loud 
noise to scare off evil things,” Ting said in a recent interview with the Los Angeles 

Times. Metal and Buddhism may appear to have little in common, but on close inspec-

tion, the single chord progression of the music fuses surprisingly well with the monot-

onous and often guttural chants. In case you think it’s just a gimmick, one of the band 

members is Miao Ben, a Tibetan nun and the only member in an orange robe, unlike the 

rest of the band clad in all-black and heavy makeup. They have yet to release an album, 

but their music can be found on YouTube. Check out their version of the Amitabha Pure 

Land Rebirth Mantra here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEbR_nh7fZs. 

The hit PlayStation game Ghost of Tsushima, cre-

ated in Bellevue by the crew at Sucker Punch 

Productions, is slated to be a full-length feature 

film directed by Chad Stahelski of John Wick fame. 

Co-creator Nate Fox wrote in a blog post, “If any-

one could bring to life the razor-sharp tension of 

Jin (Sakai)’s katana combat, it’s Chad Stahelski.”

Meanwhile, the city of Tsushima, ever grateful 

for the newfound spotlight on its island, made 

the creators of Ghost of Tsushima, Nate Fox and 

Jason Connell, ambassadors of the city. “As a 

newly appointed ambassador of the real island of 

Tsushima, I’d like to formally say, visit when it 
is safe to if you get a chance,” Fox wrote. 

“The island is beautiful, the people are warm, and 

the history is all around you.”

Buddhist Death Metal from Taiwan

Female Chefs in Asia 
Grab 22 Michelin Stars
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PROFILE  A

ARTIST FINDS 
INSPIRATION IN 
STONE, BATIK, 
AND SHIBORI
BY YUKO ENOMOTO

KENTARO
KOJIMA
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Guatemalan-born artist Kentaro Kojima talks about the time 

he first discovered sculpture in college. As a student of two-dimen-

sional art at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Vir-

ginia, Kojima knew he eventually had to take the requisite course in 

sculpture, although he had no interest in it. He finally took it in his 

second year. The connection was immediate.

He quickly took to the physicality of the art form. “Drawing and 

painting seemed a little more aloof,” Kojima, 45, wrote in an essay for 

the 2016 issue of Sculpture Northwest. “Sculpture, especially stone 

sculpture... felt more like stand-

ing on earth, barefoot, explor-

ing the form blindfolded. More 

primitive, more direct.”

Kojima’s affinity with mate-

rial like stone and marble may be 

a natural consequence of a child-

hood steeped in hieroglyphs, 

batik dye, and the Mayan ruins. 

His love for art in all forms was 

fostered and nurtured by his 

parents, who met in Guatemala, 

started a family, and built a life 

there. His father, Hideo, was 

a highly regarded natural-dye 

expert and anthropology enthu-

siast, while his mother, Keiko, 

was an accomplished textile 

weaver who originally traveled 

to Guatemala to study Spanish.

Kojima grew up surrounded 

by art and culture, but life in 

greater Guatemala with his two 

siblings was not always idyllic. 

He recalls the bullying, and some 

of it was understandable, he 

says. Much of Guatemala, while 

breathtakingly beautiful, was 

poor. Asian immigrants usually 

came to Guatemala with next 

to nothing. Then within a cou-

ple of generations, many typi-

cally worked their way up the 

socio-economic ladder that was not readily accessible to the rest of 

the population. Kojima and his two siblings were taught to keep a low 

profile in this largely Catholic country. “We were taught not to speak 

about religion,” said Kojima. They were instructed to say they were 

Buddhists if asked, “because it is hard to get into theological argu-

ments with [them]. Buddhism tends to be nontheistic,” said Kojima, 

who now calls himself a Buddhist.

Guatemala was also embroiled in a civil war through most of 

Kojima’s childhood there. Fighter jets roared across the sky and 

tanks rolled into residential streets with regularity. “During elemen-

tary and junior high, there was this pattern,” says Kojima. If they 

woke up in the morning and heard jets outside, they ran to the TV to 

see if the anti-government forces had taken over the airwaves. “If all 

the channels showed the same image, it meant there was a coup, and 

that meant there would be no school. We were like, ‘Yay!’”

Kojima laughed as he recalled that part of his youth, but as an 

adult today he recognizes the 

danger they were in. At the height 

of the civil war, Japanese compa-

nies withdrew from Guatemala, 

leaving Kojima the one remain-

ing student at the small Japanese 

junior high school. A few years 

later, his brother would be the 

lone student as well. 

Still, civil war and bullying 

would not prepare him for the 

summer camp his parents made 

him attend in Pennsylvania the 

year he turned 14. He spoke very 

little English at the time, but 

rather than condemn his par-

ents for it, he says it was a “gutsy 

move” on his parents’ part to 

force him to learn English. 

Kojima said he spent the 

first few traumatizing days cry-

ing. He had been sent off with 

just two words to use in an emer-

gency: “bathroom” and “hungry.” 

But then he had a breakthrough. 

After about a week or so into 

the camp, he and his cabin 

mates were hanging out in their 

room, moping. “Then this old 

guy walked into our room and 

yelled at us,” Kojima says. “He 

said ‘Nobody will make fun for 

you; you have to go out and get 

it yourself.’” That was a lightbulb moment for him. Right after that, 

he signed up for all kinds of activities, among them a trip to Canada, 

and rock climbing. “I signed up for everything!” And that “old guy”? 

Kojima says he was most likely an older teen camp counselor who 

looked ancient in the eyes of a 14-year-old.

After finishing high school in Guatemala, and by then having 

gained some fluency in English, Kojima found his way back to the US, 
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this time to study art. He spent a year in Roberts Wesleyan College, 

then transferred to William and Mary, where he discovered his pas-

sion for sculpting.

Kojima lived in New York City for several years, working at a 

sculpture supply store while honing his craft on the side. He even-

tually moved to Seattle and worked at the Marenakos Rock Center in 

Issaquah, which supplies all types of rocks for commercial and resi-

dential projects.

One day, Don Brooks, the head gardener for Kubota Garden, 

stopped by for a chat. Kubota is a Japanese Garden and an historic 

landmark in the Rainier Beach neighborhood and regular client 

of Marenakos. Brooks mentioned a “crazy thing” he saw on the 

Internet. A visiting group of traditional Japanese stonemasons led 

a workshop in California to build a stone wall. He then said some-

thing along the lines of, “How I wish I could do something like that 

at Kubota Garden!”

In fact, a few years prior, Kojima had taken part in a workshop in 

Ventura, California, with master stonemasons from Japan to build a 

traditional stone wall, or Ishigaki. The most prominent Ishigaki can 

be found on castles and temples all over Japan. During the Ventura 

workshop, Kojima became the de facto project manager, helping the 

stonemasons with everything — from translating to travel and meal 

arrangements — due to slapdash planning that left the stonemasons 

largely on their own. The Japanese stonemasons so appreciated Koji-

ma’s help that they promised him that they would return the favor in 

some shape or form. 

So, on this day when Brooks related the stone-wall story he 

found on the Internet, Kojima went back to his desk, grabbed an 

SD card that stored lots of photos from the Ventura project he was 

involved in, and showed them to Brooks: “Is this it?”

Kojima would have to make countless pitches and presentations, 

run into many dead ends and face skepticism before he could get 

funding and finally launch the project. It was a monumental under-

taking, from inception to the actual workshop. But finally, two years 

after that chat with Brooks, stonemasons gathered from all over the 

country to construct an eight-foot stone wall for the Garden’s ter-

race overlook under the guidance of Junji and Suminori Awata. They 

are the 14th and 15th generation stonemasons whose ancestors built 

the Ishigaki around the 500-year-old Edo Castle. 

These days, Kojima finds himself working almost full time 

for Botanical Colors, a Seattle company that specializes in natural 

dyed fabrics and garments, something that connects him back to 

his childhood. He just completed dyeing 1,000 of the 1,200 pieces 

collected for clothing brand Eileen Fisher’s recycle project. The 

Renew Project took back unwanted Eileen Fisher clothes and gave 

them an indigo dye makeover, which is where Kojima came in — for 

resale. He also shows off his batik and Japanese shibori (tie-dye) 

skills in an online store with his Mayan and Japanese-calligraphy  

inspired designs.

Kojima recently negotiated an extra day off from Botanical Col-

ors so that he can add precious studio time to his schedule. “The 

most important thing is to go to the studio,” Kojima said. “Every-

thing starts with your studio time.” 

That being said, Kojima is also always ready for new adventures. 

“I would love to start teaching again,” he said. “I really enjoy teaching 

art to any age group.”

And what if there’s another offer to build a stone wall? “I’d jump 

in, head first,” said Kojima.

Kojima’s work can be viewed at the Matzke Fine Art and Sculp-

ture Park on Camano Island. He also works on commission. He 

recently completed a marble water fountain for Joy Okazaki, presi-

dent of the board of Kubota Garden.   A

COUNTERCLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Kentaro Kojima; Don Brooks, former Kubota Garden head gardener; the Kubota Garden Ishigaki (dry 
stone wall) under construction; a stone mason carves a Chinese character into the stone.
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DOWNTOWN/PIONEER SQUARE/
CAP HILL/CENTRAL AREA

84 YESLER
Owner Sam Takahashi’s latest venture: A 
seafood-centric Italian restaurant. Pictured: 
squid ink pasta. See article on page 18. 
84-yesler.com

SEATTLE FISH GUYS
This market and restaurant in the Central 
District has mouthwatering poke, sashimi, 
uni, oysters, and bentos to choose from.  
A fun and friendly atmosphere. See article 
on page 19. seattlefishguys.com

SUSHI KASHIBA
Shiro Kashiba, the godfather of Seattle sushi, 
presides over this elegant restaurant in Pike 
Place Market. Offering sumptuous Omakase 
bentos for takeout. See article on page 21. 
sushikashiba.com

NORTH: QUEEN ANNE / EASTLAKE

SHIKI
Chef Kenji Yamamoto opened this high-end 
and well-priced sushi bar twenty years ago. 
MLB players from Japan often stop by for a 
meal when they visit Seattle. See article on 
page 26. shikijapaneserestaurant.com

SUSHI KAPPO TAMURA
Chef Taichi Kitamura uses local and seasonal 
ingredients to maximum effect in this open-
kitchen restaurant just across the bridge 
from the University of Washington. See arti-
cle on page 20. sushikappotamura.com

TEN SUSHI
Famous for serving sushi for delivery until 
3am, this sushi bar provides excellent value. 
Choose from traditional fare or some out-of-
this-world original rolls. See ad on page 25.  
tensushiseattle.com

W’AZ
Chef Hiro Tawara's kaiseki restaurant serves 
memorable multicourse meals that are as 
much a feast for the eyes as they are for the 
stomach. See article on page 21.
wazseattle.com
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POKÉMON
On February 27, 1996, Game Freak launched 
the red and green versions of an electronic 
game called Pocket Monsters on the Nin-
tendo Game Boy in Japan, thus starting one 
of the most influential pop-culture trends 
in modern history. 

The Pocket Monsters games were soon followed by the Pokémon Trading Card Game, several 
manga versions, an anime series, a magazine called Pokémon Wonderland, the wildly popular 
augmented reality game Pokémon Go, and a slew of feature-length films.

And all because creator Satoshi Tajiri, who grew up in the then-rural town of Machida west of 
Tokyo, wanted to replicate the pleasure he felt as a child collecting bugs and insects in the nearby 
forests and fields. When those forests and fields disappeared to urban sprawl, young Satoshi 
took to video games, playing Space Invaders and other games of that era with a vengeance. Over 
time, he would learn how to bring his two passions together in his very own creation, Pokémon.     

From the beginning, Pokémon was about collective fun, whether it was by hooking up your 
Game Boy to your friends’ console to swap Pokémon or gathering with friends to play the card 
game. Today, thanks to the popularity of Pokémon Go, players actually go out into the parks 
and playgrounds to catch their monsters, just as little Tajiri-kun used to chase bugs in western 

moremore
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TURNS  

FEATURE  A 

Tokyo. Today, Pokémon’s cute mascot Pikachu is as iconic 
(and as yellow) as Winnie the Pooh. Pikachu even took part 
in the 2020 Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade, solidifying the 
pocket monster’s role as an international celebrity.

As Pokémon enters its second quarter century, it is extend-
ing its influence into some unlikely quarters. Rappers who 
have grown up with the game are dropping references to 
their favorite Pokémon into their lyrics. The game is refer-
enced in popular American TV shows such as The Big Bang 
Theory and Family Guy and has been mentioned by Amer-
ican politicians like Herman Cain and Hillary Clinton. And 
with the resurgence in interest in Pokémon Go during the 
pandemic, it looks like it will continue to win new fans. 

So happy anniversary, Pikachu,  
Greninja, Lucario, and company.  

May you continue to evolve for many  
more quarter centuries to come!

MORE FEATURES ABOUT 25 YEARS OF POKÉMON FOLLOW ➼

moremore
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Hi, my name is Joe, and I play 

Pokémon Go! “Do people still play 

that? I thought that was just for kids.”

It almost seems like once you admit this, you need to imme-

diately join a 12-step program to be cured. It’s strange the type of 

stigma that can be associated with playing this game if you’re not 10 

years old. The reality though, is this game is played globally by people 

of all ages.

Personally, I think the Pokémon Go game is pure genius. I 

describe it jokingly as a way to get nerds out of the basement and walk-

ing around outside. I have a friend who managed to lose 30 pounds 

playing the game just because it requires so much walking around out-

side to virtual PokéStops and Pokémon Gyms. To date, the game has 

been downloaded more than 576.7 million times globally.

As many of you may already know, the game is linked to real 

world locations based on Google Earth type maps and other sources, 

many sourced from a previous Niantic game called Ingress. As part 

of the game, there is an activity called a “raid,” where a group of peo-

ple meet at a virtual Pokémon Gym and combine forces to battle a 

powerful Pokémon. Once the Pokémon is defeated, each member of 

the team has an opportunity to capture it for their Pokédex, which 

shows all of the Pokémon they have captured.

There was a group in a suburb near my home in Streamwood, IL, 

that would gather and go on one raid after another by piling in their 

cars and racing to each location in a perfectly timed and synchro-

nized effort.

The first time I attended one of these raids, I had no idea what 

to expect. The raid was on a weekday at 10:00am. I was working at 

home at the time and took an hour break to participate. I was won-

dering what type of people would show up on a weekday morning. It 

turned out to be a range of people in their twenties through to those 

already in retirement. One person worked the night shift and had 

just gotten home. Another was a retiree, and others were house-

wives, college students, etc. It was an eclectic group of people that 

otherwise would never have come together.

I have since participated in raids in Japan, where the original 

Pokémon were created, and it was interesting to see housewives, 

businessmen, students, kids, and people from all walks of life gath-

ering for a raid outside of a local Starbucks.

After a while, I started to think my actions might make people 

think that I was secretly Spiderman or some other person with a dual 

identity because I would suddenly disappear to pursue a hard-to-

catch Pokémon. Out of nowhere I would declare “I’ll be right back!” 

only to disappear for an hour. The first time this happened was 

while I was visiting Japan. I could see on my phone the shadow of a 

Pokémon that I didn’t recognize. I texted a screen cap to my friend in 

the States to say, “What is this?” He texted back immediately. “Go get 

that now!!” I sprung out of bed (it was still 7:00 am) threw on some 

clothes and ran out the front door of my father-in-law’s house as fast 

as my legs would carry me. Here I was sprinting down the street in 

an Osaka suburb hoping to get to the indicated Pokéstop before this 

rare Pokémon disappeared. Luckily, I actually was able to catch three 

of them, which made my friends happy in the US, as I could trade 

with them upon my return.

Another time I was visiting with my parents in Florida. I was 

waiting for them to finish getting ready to go out for dinner when I 

saw another elusive species on my phone. “I’ll be right back!” I called 

out before running out the door and jumping into my rental car. The 

Pokémon was spotted at a local college campus about a half mile 

away. I managed to find it in a parking lot near some dumpsters and 

caught it. Sacrifices had to be made! When I returned 30 minutes 

later and my parents asked me where I’d been, it was almost impossi-

ble to explain. Where to begin with a couple in their eighties?

I have been playing the game for four years now and, to me, it is 

almost the same as a Fidget Spinner that has a calming effect and can 

be with me wherever I go, anywhere in the world.

The game continues to evolve, and currently it’s possible to 

conduct raids remotely, without actually going to the site. I now have 

a support team of mixed ages. Typically, one person will find a site 

that is about to begin a raid and then text the rest of us the details to 

see who is available to help in the battle.

For people who play, it’s a great bonding experience. For those 

who don’t, their experience is usually limited to seeing hordes of 

people walking around a park or other famous landmark, staring at 

their phones. That’s usually on a monthly “Community Day” where 

one Pokémon type is featured and everyone gathers at their nearest 

park or other area where multiple PokéStops and Pokémon Gyms 

are present. They then spend a few hours capturing the featured 

Pokémon in the hopes of catching a variant called a Shiny and then 

evolving it into additional forms, which can then be kept or traded.

I would highly recommend this game if you’re interested in 

broadening your social circle while incorporating some fresh air and 

exercise. Yes, I play Pokémon Go, indeed.   A

 Joe Palermo lives in the Chicago suburbs and is the  
   author of No Pianos, Pets or Foreigners! My Life  
    in Japan in the 80’s, available on Amazon.

 OF A 
62-YEAR-OLD POKÉMON 
GO PLAYER  BY JOE PALERMO
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When a virtual Post Malone took 
the stage in late February to kick off 
Pokémon Day, fans stuck at home during 
the long pandemic went wild. Here was 
their favorite rapper and songwriter 
singing in a forest illuminated by mush-
room Pokémons, surfing over the ocean, 
and descending into the sea as different 
Pokémon characters swirled around 
him. “Umbreon dancing to the beat 
is what I need today,” wrote one fan. 
Gamespot said in its review of the con-
cert, “The show was a bizarre CG fever 
dream that included shots of a digital 
Post Malone dancing around a flaming 
Charizard tail. Somehow, it worked.”

Post Malone, 25, has grown up with 
Pokémon, as have all the rappers of 
his generation. So it’s no wonder that 
Pokémon has inspired some fire 
lyrics from his fellow Millennial rappers. 

We’ve shared a few of our favorites here:

POKÉMON & RAP: 
GROWING UP
TOGETHER

“Cartier glasses,  
I won’t even peek at you.  
Yellow Ferrari like Pikachu.”
—LIL BABY (26), “Yes, indeed”

“I just caught me a Mewtwo,  
I just caught me a Mewtwo.”
—LIL UZI VERT (26), “Canadian Goose”

“Money look like I got  
Pokéballs in my pocket.”

—SKI MASK THE SLUMP GOD (25), “Cat Piss”

“My minivan got the  
Jigglypuff linen.”
—SKI MASK THE SLUMP GOD (25), “Like a Soccer Mom”

“Rare as it get bitch,  
feeling like Charizard.”

—SMINO (29), “Coupe Se’Yern”

“Death row till they put you  
in the Pikachu to fry.”

—VINCE STAPLES (27), “Blue Suede”

“I shock the block  
like I’m Pikachu.”

—MIGOS (lyric sung by OFFSET, 29), “WOA”

Rap research by Kenzo Rutledge
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ADVERTISING PARTNER FEATURE  |

KINOKUNIYA SEATTLE ( ins ide Uwaj imaya)

525 S. Wel ler St . ,  Seatt le,  WA 98104 
Tel :  206. 587. 247 7 
Open Dai ly:  10am – 8pm

KINOKUNIYA PORTLAND

829 SW 9 th Ave. Por t land, OR 97205 
Tel :  503. 206.8331 
Open Dai ly:  11am – 7pm

KINOKUNIYA BEAVERTON

10500 SW Beaver ton-Hi l l sda le Hw y. 
Beaver ton, OR 97005 
Tel :  503.641.6240 
Open dai ly:  11am – 7:30 pm

usa.kinokuniya.com
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Maido in a Box: The Perfect 
Mother’s & Father’s Day Gifts
Looking for a one-of-a-kind gift for mom and dad this spring? 
Kinokuniya has just the thing: Maido in a Box Special Editions for 
both Mother’s and Father’s Day.

For mom, the Mother’s Day Special Gift Box includes a bracelet 
and dish that says “Mom … You are Beautiful and Amazing,” a 
five-year journal, a small “Sakura Days” bowl, a Japanese Sakura 
Eco bag, tabi socks, a mask and gold chain holder, and some other 
special items. Mother’s Day is May 9 this year.

Dad’s special gift box includes tabi socks, a “Science of Beer” pint 
glass, a 3D metal build-it-yourself kit of Osaka Castle, a brick of 
soap (“The Duke Cannon Big Ass Brick Soap Victory”), a Japanese 
spice-growing kit, a tortoise-shell face mask, and some other free-
bies. Father’s Day is June 20, and Kinokuniya is committed to 
getting orders placed by June 14 delivered on time. 

Maido in a Box is a monthly stationery and gift 
box that includes unique stationery and related 
products from Japan that are curated by our 
Maido team. If you love stationery, this is an 
item not to be missed. 

The Mother’s & Father’s Day Special Gift Boxes retail for $75 or 
$67.50 for members. And if you are not a Kinokunya member, 
consider joining. For just a $25 annual fee, your membership offers 
you a 10% discount on most items, a $10 gift card for every $300 
spent, and really cool member-exclusive deals. Just head to the 
Kinokuniya USA website (usa.kinokuniya.com) to sign up.



From Goto Island 
Waters to Seattle 

Restaurant Menus
PHOTOGRAPHS BY 

CHARLES KOH & STEVEN NGUYEN

EXPORT/IMPORT  A
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In chaos theory, the butterfly effect posits that the flapping  
of a butterfly’s wings can cause a hurricane on the other side of the 

world. A cascade of events can be set in motion and result in actions 
or events that seem completely unrelated to the original action.  

We experienced something like this over the last year at Origami. 
Here’s our version of the butterfly effect:

1 | On July 17, 2020, Sucker Punch Productions in Bellevue 

releases a new PlayStation game: Ghost of Tsushima. 

The game features a battle between a samurai warrior 

and an invading Mongol army. It becomes a huge hit. 


2 | Soon after the game’s release, searches on Google for 

“Is Tsushima a real place?” start to trend. It is. Tsu-

shima is a collection of islands between Japan and South 

Korea and is officially part of Nagasaki Prefecture.


3 | In Tsushima City Hall, employees mull the city’s new-

found fame. With the Covid-19 pandemic still raging, 

they can’t promote tourism to the island. What to do?


4 | Tsushima’s sister island to the south, Goto, looks for 

new ways for its world-renowned fisheries (fea-

tured in Origami Vol. 17) to reach foreign markets. Why 

not use the spotlight of PlayStation’s hit game to draw 

attention to the amazing quality of fish caught in these 

waters?  A plan is hatched.




9 | Those restaurants make mouthwatering dishes with  

the fish.


8 | We deliver the fish to local restaurants, just beating the  

snowstorm by a few hours.


7 | With snow in the forecast on a Friday before Valentine’s 

Day, we drive a U-Haul to Alaska Air Cargo to pick up the 

fish. There is so much fish, it barely fits in the U-Haul, with 

one large amberjack riding shotgun next to our publisher.


6 | The project goes well, but it feels a little like a flash in the 

pan, so we ask our Japan contacts, how about import-
ing a second round of Goto fish to Seattle to see 

what sort of dishes some of the city’s favorite chefs come 

up with? They say OK.

 

And that’s how a video game launched in July led to some  
very happy Valentine’s Day dinners in the greater Seattle area.  
On the following pages, you’ll see the dishes created by our 
chefs with the fish imported from the waters of Goto and Tsu-
shima. Some of those restaurants have decided to continue 
carrying the fish, so you’ll have a chance to enjoy them as 
restaurants slowly open to full capacity this year.  ➼

5 | One day, a contact in Japan calls the Origami office to see if we can help them with a project. They want to send 

Goto-area fish to top restaurants across the US. We say sure and proceed to contact haute restaurants 
in New York, Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Aspen, and Seattle to set up tastings.

10 | Those dishes are ordered by lucky diners, who, due to the pan-

demic, place to-go orders and have a dinner of Goto fish in 

their Seattle and Bellevue dining rooms.



84 YESLER
CHEF SHAWN APPLIN  |  84-YESLER.COM

Applin said the kanpachi (Japanese amberjack) flown in from Goto was one 
of the most flavorful fish he had ever eaten. Pictured here is a pan-seared 
yellowtail with kale, basil pistou, hon shimeji mushrooms, fregola, and frisée. 
The restaurant has plans to continue importing fish from the Goto region. 

ASCEND PRIME STEAK & SUSHI
EXECUTIVE CHEF HAROLD DONAHUE & SUSHI CHEF JAMES SAITO
ASCENDPRIME.COM/ASCEND-AT-HOME

Ascend created a special Rare Japanese Fish menu with its haul from Goto 
island. The Hirame Trio was a delightful appetizer that featured hirame 
prepared in three different ways. Thin-sliced hirame came with a dollop 
of pomegranate oroshi, gochujang citrus, and ume vinaigrette. Strips of 
grilled hirame on skewers emerged from a bed of yuzu sherry daikon and 
micro cilantro, and an applewood-smoked shiromi fillet was served with uni 
mousse, pickled pepper, and micro basil. The main course was a black sea-
bass fillet served with heirloom carrot and fennel fish fume, vadouvan curry 
aioli, and micro basil. Ascend plans to continue importing fish from Goto 
and Tsushima on an occasional basis. 
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KIKU SUSHI
CHEF TADASHI SATO  |  KIKUSUSHI.COM

Kiku Sushi is one of the premiere sushi restaurants in Bel-
levue. Chef Sato created succulent nigiri sushi and sashimi 
plates with his allotment of the fish from Japan. 

SEATTLE FISH GUYS
CO-OWNER SAL PANELO  |  SEATTLEFISHGUYS.COM

Seattle Fish Guys, the beloved Central District restaurant 
and market, used its allotment of Goto fish to create sashimi 
dishes and fillets with daikon oroshi and a slice of lime. 
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SUSHI KAPPO TAMURA
CHEF TAICHI KITAMURA  |  SUSHIKAPPOTAMURA.COM

Chef Kitamura used the Goto fish to create delicious fillets and 
oh-so-Instagram-friendly plates of sashimi. His staff went right to 
work when the fish arrived in the kitchen, preparing meals with 
the imported fish so that STK customers could pick up their to-go 
orders just hours after the fish had arrived in Seattle. No wonder 
fans of this restaurant are so loyal. 

SHIRO’S SUSHI
CHEF JUN KOBAYASHI  |  SHIROS.COM

Shiro’s is Seattle’s first Edomae sushi restaurant. Sushi Chef 
Kobayashi kept true to the restaurant’s mission by slicing and 
preparing the Goto catch into succulent pieces of nigiri sushi to 
be served over the Valentine’s Day weekend.  
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SUSHI KASHIBA
CHEF SHIRO KASHIBA  |  SUSHIKASHIBA.COM

Chef Kashiba marveled at the quality of the fish from 
Goto as he cleaned and prepared them in his kitchen. He 
told his staff about how the Goto fishermen quickly drain 
the blood from the fish to pack in the freshness. The fish 
was probably pulled from Goto waters a week before it 
arrived at Sushi Kashiba, but it was incredibly fresh when 
it arrived, Kashiba said. The fish has a longer shelf life 
than fish typically imported from nearby waters, he said. 
He prepared special sushi bentos for customers over the 
Valentine’s Day weekend. 

W’AZ
CHEF HIRO TAWARA  |  WAZSEATTLE.COM

Chef Tawara presides over the premiere kaiseki restaurant 
in Seattle. Dinner here is a feast for all the senses.  True to 
his kaiseki roots, Tawara created several courses from the 
Goto fish, including sushi, sashimi, fillets roasted over a 
charcoal fire, and a nabe hotpot.   A
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BLACK-OWNED, 
    FEMALE-RUN ASCEND 

THE BAR
RAISES There’s something 

about Ascend 
that feels out of 
place in the Pacific 
Northwest, and 
we mean that in a 
good way. 

THE  V IEW A
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FROM TRADITIONAL EDOMAE TO 
ANYTHING GOES
Chef Saito Explores the Wild Side of Sushi
Chef Saito worked at Sushi Kashiba before coming to Ascend Prime 

Steak & Sushi, going from a revered and strictly traditional Edomae 

sushi restaurant to a big, bold, spacious restaurant on top of Bellevue 

with stunning views. The expectation was for him to break out of the 

Edomae mold and show his creativity. “It’s liberating but it’s also a 

little scary,” Saito says. “I’m putting things on a plate that I would 

never, ever in my wildest dreams get to make in a traditional Japa-

nese restaurant. It’s pretty fun.”

Because his traditional training came first, Saito says, he thinks 

about “when to break rules and why I’m breaking them.”

When Saito first started working with the fish from Goto Island, 

he was impressed. “I had really never in my career worked with bet-

ter product. Firmness, quality, longevity of freshness – in every way, 

this fish is just better.” 

Ascend uses about 50% imported fish, Saito says, because the 

restaurant is constantly looking for seasonal deals and the best-qual-

ity fish.

Saito says his job changed a lot during the pandemic. “A sushi 

chef is more of a personality, on the stage. I like to call it ‘slinging 

fish,’” he says. But during the pandemic, he turned into a more tra-

ditional chef. “But it definitely wasn’t bad. We got to showcase our 

talents in other ways. And we got to emphasize other things that we 

sometimes put by the wayside because we’re busy being a personal-

ity. We really got to focus on technique.”

Saito is excited to have more customers in the Ascend dining 

room. “What I can do is take my traditional knowledge and then just 

blow people’s minds with the things I can do that I didn’t get to do 

at Kashiba. The sushi scene here is very new and very traditional. A 

lot of the restaurants are similar. And that’s what’s great about sushi. 

It’s pure, it’s wonderful. But here, I want to show you the traditional 

fish and then show you how many things I can bring to the table to 

show you how amazing that fish is.” 

THE BAR

Enter the dining room, and it’s like you’ve 

just been transported to Las Vegas or L.A. for 

the evening. Even the customers tend to be 

well-dressed here! And the views—stunning 

360-degree panoramas with the Seattle skyline 

in the distance, plenty of construction cranes 

below in burgeoning Bellevue, and the snow-

tinged Cascades in clear view. It’s no wonder 

that Architectural Digest ranked Ascend one of 

the world’s most romantic restaurants in 2018. 

Origami got to know Ascend during our 

Goto fish deliveries this winter. We decided 

to take a closer look at this elegant restau-

rant on the 31st floor of the Lincoln Square 

South Tower Building, so we sat down with 

Sushi Chef James Saito and Ascend Hospital-

ity Group President, Owner, and Co-Founder 

Elaina Herber for a chat.  
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ELEVATING ASPIRATIONS
Ascend Co-Founder Helps People Find  
Their Purpose 
Ascend Hospitality Group President and Co-Founder Elaina Herber 

has a simple, two-part focus to keep her grounded: “I think, what am 

I hear to do?” she tells Origami. “It’s twofold: Leave the place better 

than I found it. That’s job No. 1. And Job No. 2? To help everybody 

understand their value, and in turn, to recognize that we create value 

for the community.”

When Ascend opened its doors in 2018, it was like nothing the 

Puget Sound had ever seen.  Herber, a Bellevue resident, knew the 

city was about to boom, and she and her business partners wanted 

something that would suit the city’s newfound prosperity.  

“I was in Bellevue in 2016, and I couldn’t believe the amount of 

growth we were about to experience,” she says. “We looked at the 

master plan for downtown Bellevue and we also looked at what was 

missing.” 

The answer: steak and sushi. “People in the Pacific Northwest 

in general love sushi,” Herber says. “But people also love steak. Bel-

levue itself has Daniel’s (Broiler), John Howie, Ruth’s Chris, right? 

We have our own cattle ranches here.  We thought that the marriage 

of the two in an environment that is more contemporary – we are not 

a traditional sushi house – was the right choice.”

Herber says Ascend wants to help drive the regional narrative 

and make the PNW more prominent in the national conversation 

about cuisine. “The Pacific Northwest is a place that people are 

migrating to, not from. It has everything you could possibly need 

when it comes to food. We have everything we need here – diary, cat-

tle, fish. We have multiple James Beard awards. We are a force to be 

reckoned with when it comes to a culinary region. And we want to 

be part of that story. Nobody has views like this,” she says as we sit 

in the dining room looking out at the Seattle skyline. “Not even the 

Space Needle. 

HIRAME TRIO | 22 

USUZUKIRI
pomegranate oroshi, gochujang

citrus, ume vinaigrette
 

CHILI GARLIC YAKI
yuzu sherry daikon,

micro cilantro
 

APPLE WOOD-SMOKED 
SHIROMI RILLET

uni mousse, pickled pepper, 
micro basil

heirloom carrot & fennel fish fume,
vadouvan curry aioli, kaffir lime foam

HIRA SUZUKI 
BLACK SEABASS | 42

RARE JAPANESE FISH 
"DAI ISSYOU"

Ascend Hospitality Group, which also operates the Lincon 

South Food Hall, the Famous Dave’s BBQ chain, and the Stanford 

Restaurant and Bar properties, had grown to 700 employees at 15 

locations and $55 million in revenue.

Then the pandemic hit.

Herber had to fire 700 employees and help them get on unem-

ployment rolls as Ascend was forced to shut down operations last 

March. But the Ascend co-founder looked for a silver lining: “There 

are a lot of people in the hospitality industry who fell into it because 

there wasn’t anything else for them. (The pandemic) gave people 

the time to think, what am I really passionate about? I always say, if 

you’re not passionate about hospitality, I’m going to promote you to 

guest.You have to really be passionate about service, and some peo-

ple are not. And they really found what they’re passionate about, and 

I’m excited for them.”

Today, as restaurants slowly open up, Herber has her eye on the 

future of the restaurant business. Through a partnership with New-

port High School in Bellevue, she helped form a Culinary Arts pro-

gram for students. “Why should you spend $45,000 to go to culinary 

school just to get a $16-an-hour job?,” she asks.  “I’m only as good as 

the next generation, so I’m spending a lot of time in people devel-

opment, culinary development, hospitality development so that we 

don’t leave the next generation misguided in any way.”   A
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DELIVERY
AVAILABLE
from 10AM to 3AM!
we are Seattle’s late-night sushi connection

Subscribe on YouTube for 
deals, specials and smiles!

Uber ◆ Doordash ◆ Grubhub ◆ Postmates
Available 10am–3am every day—Seattle’s late-night sushi & poké connection!

TEN SUSHI
QUEEN ANNE
TEL: 206.453.3881

TEN SUSHI #35
INT’L DISTRICT
TEL: 206.568.0404

tensushiseattle.com
tensushiseattle35.com

TEN SUSHI

35
TEN SUSHI
QUEEN
ANNE

TEN SUSHI 35
INTERNATIONAL
DISTRICT
YOUTUBE
CHANNEL

TEN SUSHI
QUEEN ANNE

YOUTUBE
CHANNEL



Kenji and Etsuko Yamamoto have been quietly running one of 

the most successful sushi bars in Seattle over the last twenty years. 

Tucked into a humble corner of Lower Queen Anne on Roy Street 

just below Bayview retirement home, Shiki is small and unpreten-

tious. But it is known among its many fans as having some of the best 

sushi in the city.

That’s because Chef Ken is one of most experienced fish buyers 

in the region. He frequents the fish markets to see the product first-

hand and carefully select what he will serve to his guests. He’s on a 

first-name basis with the fishmongers. 

If you stop by Shiki in spring or summer, you may bump into a 

Major League Baseball player from Japan dining there. The restau-

rant was a favorite of Hisashi Iwakuma during his time with the Mar-

iners, and other players such as Hiroki Kuroda of the Los Angeles 

Dodgers and New York Yankees would stop by when his team came 

to town.

Ken is a uniquely skilled chef. He is quick to point out that he 

is not strictly a sushi chef. “I’m a washoku chef,” he says. Ken is one 

of just a few chefs in the US with a license to prepare blowfish and 

is even licensed to teach others how to remove the poison from the 

deadly but tasty fish. “Blowfish have five layers,” he explains. “The 

innermost fifth layer is what we use for sashimi. But many custom-

ers prefer shabu shabu. I make the slices a little thicker for shabu 

shabu. It’s delicious!”

 He also studies the tea ceremony, which helps him develop an 

eye for choosing the right plates, trays, and saucers. 

Ken, a native of Kobe, has lived and worked in the US for 36 

years. “In those days, the quality of the fish we could get wasn’t as 

good as today,” he says. “Back then, all the fish came frozen. That’s 

all we had. Things have really changed. But in some ways, they have 

changed in a strange way. Some customers think everything should 

be fresh. That’s not right. And others ask for sriracha. There has 

been progress, but there is still a ways to go.”

Shiki, which is Japanese for “four seasons,” feels a lot like a 

neighborhood sushi bar in Japan. The TV usually blares NHK or a 

Mariners game. The atmosphere is friendly and decidedly unpre-

tentious. And the washoku dishes are first rate. Check out this lit-

tle gem in Lower Queen Anne next time you get a craving for some 

really good Japanese food. A

Shiki • 4 W. Roy Street, Seattle, WA 98119 • 206.281.1352 • 
shikijapaneserestaurant.com 

Shiki Celebrates  
20 YEARS  
in Lower Queen Anne

THIS IS THE THIRD IN AN OCCASIONAL SERIES 
ABOUT THE HISTORY OF JAPANESE RESTAURANTS 
& RESAURANTEURS IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

 BITES  A
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NEW RELEASES
AVAILABLE WHEREVER  
FINE BOOKS ARE SOLD

1501 Pike Place #329
Seattle, WA 98101-1524

Visit our Pike Place Market 
showroom from 11am to 5pm 
Thursday – Monday

CHINMUSICPRESS.COMA curiously bibliophilic publisher

the first
lady of

the first lady of   underfashions     fashions
Christina Erteszek

under

“Erteszek’s eloquent 
account of her parents 

and the Olga company 
is a gripping read.”

— Sean Murphy, winner of the 
Faulkner and Hemingway awards
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Suggested retail price:

chinmusicpress.com

$18.95

Advance Praise for The First Lady of Underfashions

“Beautifully written, 
tender and poignant, 

and has so many 
important lessons.”

—Sheila Hamilton, five-time Emmy 
Award-winning journalist and author of 

All the Things We Never Knew

“An unexpectedly sweeping story of 
courage, survival, passion, and secrecy. 
Polish refugees Jan and Olga Erteszek 

risked their lives for a chance at the 
American Dream, and what followed 

was nothing short of remarkable.”

—Wendie Malick, award-winning
 actor, activist, and author 

“Erteszek uses compassion and candor when chronicling the external 
horrors of WWII Poland and the internal, personal struggles of her 
parents as they immigrated to America and founded the enormously 
successful Olga underfashion company. This is also a tender coming-
of-age tale of the daughter of the ‘real Olga’ as she forges her own 
unique path. The complicated strands of this story are deftly woven 
into a family saga full of both triumphs and secrets. A must read.” 

—Mandy Mikulencak, The Last Suppers

THE STORY OF CAMP AS YOU’VE 
NEVER SEEN IT BEFORE. 

Japanese Americans complied when evicted from their homes in World War II — 
but many refused to submit to imprisonment in American concentration  
camps without a fight. For the first time, three of their stories are  
woven into one epic narrative. In We Hereby Refuse, meet:

JIM AKUTSU, the inspiration for John Okada’s No-No Boy,  
         who refuses to be drafted from the camp at Minidoka   
               when classified as a non-citizen, an enemy alien;  
 

 HIROSHI KASHIWAGI, who resists government   
 pressure to sign a loyalty oath at Tule Lake, but yields  
 to family pressure to renounce his U.S. citizenship; and   

               MITSUYE ENDO, a reluctant recruit to a lawsuit  
             contesting her imprisonment, who refuses a  
      chance to leave the camp at Topaz so that her 
case could reach the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Their stories expose the devastating impacts of mass  
incarceration based solely on race, and reveal the depth  
and breadth of the long-suppressed story of camp resistance.

$19.95 RETAIL PRICE
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ABOUT THE WiNG LUKE MUSEUM
Wing Luke Museum connects everyone to the dynamic 
history, cultures, and art of Asian Pacific Americans through 
vivid storytelling and inspiring experiences to advance 
racial and social equity. The museum is a Smithsonian 
affiliate and a National Park Service Affiliated Area.

ABOUT CHIN MUSiC PRESS
Chin Music Press is a curiously bibliophilic indie publisher 
located deep in the recesses of Seattle’s historic Pike 
Place Market. For 15 years, we’ve been creating beautiful, 
engaging, and affordable books that bring marginalized 
topics into the mainstream. THREE vOiCES. THREE ACTS 

OF dEFIANcE. ONE MASS  

iNjUSTiCE. 
Based upon painstaking research, this graphic 
novel reveals the stories of three figures who 
refused to play the role of victim and rejected the 
government’s violation of the civil and constitutional 
rights of an entire community.

In this groundbreaking book, authors Frank Abe 
and Tamiko Nimura bring these experiences to 
life through parallel and sometimes overlapping 
narratives, with illustrations by Ross Ishikawa 
and Matt Sasaki that are by turns expressive and 
expressionistic. We Hereby Refuse presents an 
original vision of America’s past with disturbing  
links to the American present.

Learn more about this story at curriculum.wingluke.org.

Co-published by the Wing Luke Museum of the Asian Pacific 
American Experience and Chin Music Press, this project was funded, 
in part, by a grant from the U.S. Department of the Interior, National 
Park Service, Japanese American Confinement Sites Grant Program.

Frank Abe, author
resisters.com

Ross Ishikawa, artist
rossishikawa.com

Cover art by Ross Ishikawa

Book design by Dan D Shafer

Tamiko Nimura, author
tamikonimura.net

Matt Sasaki, artist
mattsasaki.com
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T R AV E R S I N G T H E W I L D L A N D S C A P E S of the American West, prose 
and photography combine to create a lucid, dream-like vision 
of visitations and allegorical animal encounters with Snake, 
Owl, and Dragonfly, among others. The Spring tells a stirring, 
elegiac tale of death, love, rebirth, survival, and transformation.

“Annie Connole’s The Spring is a remarkable debut. By turns raw and mystical, 
steeped in loss but also reconciliation, it is a book that challenges our preconceptions 
in regard to content and form. Connole is a poet in essayist’s clothing; her language 
ripples and burns. Even more, she has an open heart, and she does not hold back. 
Elliptical, pointed, unrelenting, this is a work of astonishing power.” 

— david l. ulin, author of Sidewalking: Coming to Terms with Los Angeles

“Annie Connole’s The Spring shapes 
an accruing fable with the wellspring 
of a seer’s vision, and thus out of a 
devastating, gorgeous, and hailing 
prose is a work startled and ‘halted 
by the openness’ of what it witnesses. 
She writes of the death of the painter, 
who, carries on, skimming ‘on shallow 
ripples of the river, on the glassy eyes 
of the wolf in the dark.’  The dark is 
what Connole transforms into a lighted 
path of rising truth, and the wisdom 
from this solitary eye holds these tender 
visions close and upheld.” 

— prageeta sharma, author of  
Grief Sequence

“Sometimes the only way through 
unbearable grief is to pay attention 
to everything it illuminates. In this 
sustained and lyrical examination of life 
after loss, Annie Connole attunes us 
to the animals and their interminable 
mystery. Her words and images, like 
quiet reveries, lead us from the domestic 
to the wild, wingbeat to heartbeat, to 
reveal how, even in our deepest despair, 
we can listen and look our way into 
what comes next. Provocative and 
reassuring, The Spring is like a wide-eyed 
walk through rich and resonant human 
and natural worlds.” 

— kimi eisele, author of The Lightest 
Object in the Universe
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“Elliptical, pointed, unrelenting,

  this is a work of astonishing power.”

 —  D A V I D  L .  U L I N

A  M Y T H I C  M E M O I R

A N N I E     C O N N O L E

Enfu follows his bright and poppy 

debut, Cute Grit (2014), with this all 

black-and-white extravaganza of bizarre 

characters and bilingual wisdom. This 

frenetically paced book is at turns 

macabre, grotesque, cute, and silly. 

It is a testament to Enfu
,
s love of 

drawing and prolific productivity.

 

 Anyone who flips through this 

book will enjoy watching the 

characters crammed into every 

corner of these pages come to life 

and energetically bounce around. 

You’ll want to burst into these 

pages and dance along with them.“

KATSUYA TERADA, THE DOODLE KING 

US $29.95

“

SPRING 2021



Meanings:
pickle; to immerse, soak

Joyo yomi:
On: None 
Kun: つ•ける, つ•かる
In names: ひた

Types of on-yomi:
呉音 (ごおん, from Chinese readings of 
 the 5th–6th c.): ジ [unused now] 
漢音 (かんおん, from Chinese readings of 

the 7th–8th c.): シ

Keywords for remembering the yomi:
つ•ける: 漬け物 (つけもの: Japanese pickled 

vegetable)
つ•かる: 漬かる (つかる: (1) to be pickled; 
 (2) be submerged)

Relative importance and difficulty:
1717th most-used kanji in newspapers
Learned in junior high school in Japan
JLPT level: N1

Radical:
氵 (さんずい: the “water” radical)
Note: To learn more about this radical, see 

Radical Note 85.

Don’t confuse 漬 with these look-alikes:
清 (517: pure), 積 (521: accumulation), 
 績 (729: achievement), 債 (1292: debt), 
 潰 (1975: to crush)

Don’t confuse 漬 with these sound-alikes:
つ•ける: 着ける (343: to wear), 付ける (574: 

to attach), 就ける (890: to appoint)
つ•かる: None

Strokes: 14

In a Pickle
You may know 漬 from the following word:

 漬け物 or 漬物 (つけもの: Japanese pickled vegetable)
  pickled + thing

Associating 漬 with pickles is a great way of remembering this kanji, but it 
has a broader set of meanings. One suffix captures the range of what 漬 can 
represent:

-漬け or -漬1 (-づけ: (1) pickled (something); (2) being badly 
influenced by; being addicted to)

The following term reflects the first definition:

アルコール漬 or アルコール漬け (アルコールづけ: (1) preserving in 
alcohol; (2) pickling one’s liver; drinking incessantly; being a souse)

And the next two sentences incorporate the second meaning:

 娘さんは麻薬漬けです。  
 Your daughter is on drugs. 
  娘さん (むすめさん: daughter); 麻薬 (まやく: drugs)

Character Profile

漬

1www.joyokanji.com   © Eve Kushner 2020  Revised: February 7, 2020 Version 2.0          Kanji number: 1608

Read All About It!
Halpern
Henshall
Kanshudo
Denshi Jisho

496/636
         1608/1737
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Pickled cherry blossoms, known as  
桜花漬け (おうかづけ). People also call 
this delicacy 桜漬け (さくらづけ), omit-
ting 花 (flower) and changing the 
yomi considerably. 

Each package contains cherry blos-
soms, as well as Japanese plum vin-
egar, and salt. According to NIHON 
ICHIBAN, which offers this product, 
the Japanese particularly love eat-
ing cherry blossoms in April. The site 
further says that the Japanese have 
pickled cherry blossoms for centuries, 
which enables them to enjoy this treat 
anytime. 

A pickled cherry blossom is pink, just 
as a fresh blossom is, and gives off 
a flowery scent. People use pickled 
cherry blossoms in tea (served at wed-
dings), in rice dishes, and in desserts.
Photo Credit: NIHON ICHIBAN

If you're like me, you have it all wrong 

when it comes to manga. I don't mean the 

question of what manga are today. The 

definition is straightforward —they're 

printed cartoons either confined to a 

four-panel display in the newspaper or 

spreading out across a book. But check out 

the breakdown of this word:

WELCOME TO EVE KUSHNER’S JOY O’ KANJI, A GREAT TOOL FOR JAPANESE 
LANGUAGE LEARNERS AND A FUN WAY TO PROBE THE VARIOUS MEANINGS OF THE 

2,136 JOYO KANJI NEEDED FOR BASIC LITERACY IN JAPANESE. TO LEARN MORE 
ABOUT HER PROJECT AND SUBSCRIBE TO HER ESSAYS, GO TO JOYOKANJI.COM.

Manga and More!

K A NJI - GATE  A

HOW 漫 BECAME  
MISCONSTRUED AS “COMIC”

In Hokusai's time, 漫画 meant "random 

drawings." Indeed, his sketches have nothing in 

common with one another. Back in his day, the 

漫 in 漫画 simply meant "random," and that's 

what our kanji still conveys in that word.

漫

漫画 
( まんが : cartoon, comic, comic strip)

RANDOM + PICTURE

THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF  
CONTEMPORARY MANGA:

ギャグ漫画
where the primary intention is to make readers laugh  

(as ギャグ means "joke" or literally "gag") 

ストーリー漫画
where the primary intention  

is to tell a story 

Come to think of it, the same is true of comic strips in 

English. Most are meant to be funny, but some are quite 

serious. As a kid reading the three pages of comics in the 

Washington Post, I routinely saw soap opera types of 

cartoons such as "Rex Morgan, M.D." I skipped right over 

those, as many people probably did!  A

28   ORIGAMI
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Sharing
Asian food 
with the 
PNW for 
92 years.

Seattle
600 5th Ave S

Renton
501 S Grady Way

Bellevue
699 120th Ave NE

Beaverton
10500 SW Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy

Your Asian food adventure awaits!  
Discover something new at one of 
our four supermarket locations.

Now offering Delivery through Instacart or Curbside Pickup.
Learn more at uwajimaya.com


